
TABLE 1
QUESTION PREOPERATIONAL CONCRETE OPERATIONAL FORMAL OPERATIONAL

1. The sun goes over the other

side of the world

1. The sun travels around the

world. The other side is day and

when it travels back, the other

side is night.

1. The earth is continually

rotating, and when it is turned

away from the sun, its dark.

Why does night come?

2. The earth moves and makes the

sun go to the other side

2. When the earth turns around,

one side is light and the other

dark.

2. The earth rotates when the sun

is on the other side, you don’t

get the sunlight, so you have

night.

1. When the wind moves the

clouds move with it.

1. The wind and moisture come

out of the clouds and push the

clouds along.

1. The wind and cold air fronts

confronting warm air fronts.

Why do clouds move?

2. The sun makes them move 2. Because the earth is moving,

its tricky, clouds aren’t moving.

2. The wind makes them move

from the earths atmosphere or

from space.

1. The one side is higher than the

other side.

1. The person next to you has

better grades.

1. If you had a chance to make,

the other choices might be

better.

The grass is always

greener on the other side

of the fence.

2. No answer 2. The other person has healthier

grass.

2. You always think the person

next to you is luckier than you.

1. No answer 1. When it gets when it gets

squeaky you have to put oil on

it.

1. The one who makes trouble

gets paid attention to.

The squeaky wheel gets

the grease.

2. Don’t know 2. If you do something wrong,

you always have to get

punished.

2. Someone who speaks out for

his rights will be rewarded.

1. Stones break the glass 1. Something expensive like glass

can break.

1. People who people who do

things wrong themselves

shouldn’t laugh at other people.

People in glass houses

shouldn’t throw stones.

2. Because stones might break the

window

2. You shouldn’t call a person a

name if you don’t want to be

called it.

2. If you do something to

someone else, expect it back

1. Walk near the water. 1. You can make people say they

are going to do it but they never

do.

1. You can show a person a

problem but you can’t make her

learn.

You can lead a horse to

water, but you can’t

make it drink

2. No answer 2. Maybe the horse isn’t thirsty 2. You could tell someone to do

something, but he won’t do it

all the time.


